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The recent discovery of two-dimensional (2D) magnetic materials has brought magnetism to the
flatland. This has opened up exciting opportunities for the exploration of fundamental physics as
well as for novel device applications. Here, we predict a new thermodynamically stable 2D magnetic
material, K2CoS2, which retains its in-plane anti-ferromagnetic order down to the monolayer and
bilayer limits. We find that the magnetic moments (2.5µB/Co) are aligned along the intra-Co
chains, from monolayer to bulk. The non-magnetic electronic spectrum of both the monolayer and
bilayer films is found to host flat bands and van-Hove singularities, which in instrumental in giving
rise to the the magnetic ground state. Based on classical Monte-Carlo simulations, we estimate the
Neel temperature for the antiferromagnetic monolayer to be ≈ 15K. Our study thus establishes that
K2CoS2 hosts a robust antiferromagnetic state which persists from the monolayer limit to the bulk
material.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of magnetism in two-dimensional (2D)
materials has opened up exciting possibilities not only
for exploring fundamental physics of magnetism in lower
dimensions but also for the potential use of such ma-
terials in energy storage and quantum information pro-
cessing applications1–10. Generally, the magnetic order-
ing in spin-rotation symmetric 2D systems is suppressed
by thermal and quantum fluctuations, preventing mag-
netism in 2D11. However, this restriction can be over-
come via anisotropic magnetic ordering. One of the ear-
liest theoretical examples of 2D magnetism, dates back
to the exact solution of the 2D Ising model in 194412.
On the experimental side, the magnetism of thin films
has a long history4,13, but the field has seen recent re-
vival following the realization of magnetism in mono-
layer CrI3
1 and Cr2Ge2Te6
2 films. While monolayer
CrI3 is found to be an Ising-type ferromagnet (below
45 K), bilayer Cr2Ge2Te6 is described by a Heisenberg
spin model with additional anisotropic terms. In both
these materials, the interlayer magnetic ordering is an-
tiferromagnetic (AFM). Many other layered materials
have been predicted to support magnetism in their thin-
film limit. Notable examples include FePS3 (Ising-type
anti-ferromagnet)14,15, MnSe2
16, Fe3GeTe2
17, transition
metal tri-halides (AX3)
18–28, transition metal di-halides
(AX2)
29–32 and MXenes33–36.
In this paper, we predict K2CoS2 to be a new ther-
modynamically stable magnetic material with an in-
plane AFM ground state even in the monolayer limit.
Our density-functional-theory based calculations reveal
that K2CoS2 hosts flat bands and Van-Hove singulari-
ties (VHSs) near the Fermi energy in its nonmagnetic
band structure. This coupled with the strong Coulomb
interaction arising from the Co d orbitals results in the
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FIG. 1. (a) The layered crystal structure of bulk K2CoS2
in the magnetic ground state. Magnetic moments of the Co
atoms form an AFM chain-like configuration. (b) The associ-
ated bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) and the surface BZ projected on
to the (001) surface. High-symmetry points are marked. Cal-
culated band structure and density of states of bulk K2CoS2
with Ueff = 4.4 eV for (c) nonmagnetic and (d) AFM state.
magnetic state. Remarkably, bulk K2CoS2 also hosts an
in-plane AFM state, and its magnetic ordering is thus
found to persist even in thin films upto the monolayer
limit.
We explicitly show that the magnetism in monolayer
K2CoS2 is well described by a 2D anisotropic Heisen-
berg model with an onsite anisotropy term. However,
the exchange coupling between the magnetic moments
aligned along the intra-Co-chains is much larger, com-
pared to the corresponding inter-chain coupling. Our
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2TABLE I. Optimized lattice parameters and energy per
Co atom (E) for the nonmagnetic (NM), antiferromag-
netic (AFM), and ferromagnetic (FM) configurations of bulk
K2CoS2. The ground state is the in-plane AFM configura-
tion. Experimental lattice parameters37 in the AFM state
are listed.
Configuration a (A˚) b (A˚) c (A˚) Volume (A˚3) E (eV)
NM 6.625 6.006 12.349 491.495 -17.246
AFM 6.821 6.184 12.714 536.425 -19.423
FM 6.835 6.196 12.739 539.564 -19.357
AFMexp 6.710 6.085 12.491 510.012
Monte-Carlo calculations predict the Neel transition tem-
perature in the monolayer to be TN ≈ 15 K, which is
comparable to the experimentally reported value of 10
K in bulk K2CoS2
37. The paper is organized as follows:
In Sec. II, we discuss the electronic properties and mag-
netic ordering in bulk K2CoS2, followed by the detailed
study of the monolayer in Sec. III. This is followed a
brief exploration of the bilayer K2CoS2 in Sec. IV, and
we summarize our findings in Sec. V.
II. BULK K2CoS2
Bulk K2CoS2 is a ternary chalcogenide that crystallizes
in the orthorhombic space group Ibam (No. 72). The
crystal structure is layered in which individual K2CoS2
layers are extended in the xy plane (see Fig. 1(a)). These
2D K2CoS2 layers are held together by weak van Waals
forces along the vertical (z) direction, forming the 3D
bulk structure. Magnetism originates from Co atoms
which form an edge shared tetrahedral arrangement as
seen in Fig. 1(a). We find that Co-S bonds are stronger
(bond length ∼ 2.37A˚) than the K-S bonds (bond-length
∼ 3.31A˚) in the AFM state. The relaxed lattice pa-
rameters in nonmagnetic (NM), ferromagnetic (FM), and
AFM configurations are listed in Table IV. The ground
state bond lengths and lattice constants for the in-plane
AFM phase in the bulk are consistent with the experi-
mentally reported values37. Importantly, we find that the
volume of the bulk unit cell with the magnetic configu-
rations is larger than that of the nonmagnetic configura-
tion by ∼ 10% (Table IV). This phenomenon is known
as the magneto-volume effect38. It manifests in the
temperature-dependent thermal expansion experiments
on magnetic systems. A discontinuity in the thermal ex-
pansion coefficient can give an estimate of the ordering
temperature along with other relevant properties39.
Based on our GGA+U calculations (see Appendix A
for details), the ground state of bulk K2CoS2 displays
an in-plane AFM ordering of the Co magnetic moments.
Notably, to identify the magnetic easy axis, we include
the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and compute the energies
for three magnetic moment orientations where Co spins
are aligned along x, y, or z axis for both the AFM and
FM configurations. We find that the energy is minimum
TABLE II. The relaxed lattice parameters of monolayer
K2CoS2 for three different magnetic configurations. Energy
per Co atom (E) is also given for different configurations.
Configuration a (A˚) b (A˚) Area (A˚2) E (eV)
NM 6.448 5.846 37.695 -16.798
AFM 6.675 6.051 40.390 -18.914
FM 6.684 6.059 40.498 -18.849
when the moments are aligned along the Co-Co chain (y
direction, perpendicular to the largest lattice vector) in
an AFM configuration. These results are consistent with
the observed magnetic configuration in neutron diffrac-
tion experiments37. Furthermore, the computed mag-
netic moment of Co atoms is ∼2.5 µB which is in agree-
ment with the experimentally reported value of 2.5 µB
37.
The nonmagnetic band structure along different high-
symmetry directions of the BZ is shown in Fig. 1(c). It
is found to be metallic with multiple band crossings at
the Fermi level. A striking feature of the band structure
is the presence of multiple ‘flat’ bands near the Fermi
level along the S − Y and R − T directions. These flat
bands result in VHSs in the density of states (DOS) [see
right panel of Fig. 1(c)] which often lead to different
many-body instabilities in the lattice, charge, and spin
channels40–42. These VHSs could be responsible for sta-
bilizing the AFM state in K2CoS2.
The band structure of K2CoS2 in the in-plane AFM
configuration is shown in Fig. 1(d). It displays an insu-
lating state with a relatively large bandgap of ∼ 2.69 eV.
We find that the SOC has a negligible effect on the over-
all band structure owing to the lighter constituent atoms
of K2CoS2. However, the inclusion of SOC in the calcu-
lations is essential to break the SU(2) spin-rotation sym-
metry and unraveling the anisotropic magnetic ground
state43,44. The onsite Hubbard interactions arising from
the Co-d orbitals in conjugation with the breaking of the
SU(2) symmetry play a very significant role in determin-
ing the electronic and magnetic properties of the ground
state.
III. MONOLAYER K2CoS2
We now turn to discuss the electronic and magnetic
properties of monolayer K2CoS2. The monolayer struc-
ture was constructed by systematically separating one
layer of K2CoS2 from the bulk. The space group symme-
try of the monolayer is lowered to Pccm (No. 49). The
crystal structure in the AFM configuration is shown in
Figs. 2(a) and (b). Similar to the bulk, the Co atoms are
arranged in chains that extend along the y direction. The
Co-S and K-S bond lengths are 2.37 A˚ and 3.20 A˚, respec-
tively. The relaxed lattice parameters for three different
magnetic configurations for monolayer are listed in Ta-
ble II. The unit cell area in the magnetic configurations is
larger than the nonmagnetic case indicating the presence
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FIG. 2. The (a) side and (b) top view of the AFM crystal
structure of monolayer K2CoS2. The magnetic moments on
Co are aligned along the Co-Co chain in the y direction. (c)
The phonon spectrum for monolayer K2CoS2. (d) The non-
magnetic band structure and density of states (DOS). The
presence of flat bands and VHS near the Fermi energy in-
dicates propensity of the system toward correlated magnetic
quantum states.
of a magneto-volume-like effect similar to the bulk ma-
terial. To showcase the dynamical stability of the mono-
layer, we present the calculated phonon spectrum in Fig.
2(c). The absence of any imaginary frequency in the BZ,
confirms the dynamical stability of K2CoS2 monolayer.
The band structure and DOS of nonmagnetic configu-
ration of monolayer K2CoS2 are shown in Fig. 2(d). Two
‘Dirac like’ linearly dispersing bands along the X¯−S¯ and
Γ¯− Y¯ directions are seen to cross at the S¯ and Y¯ points,
respectively, and they remain degenerate and almost flat
along the entire S¯ − Y¯ line. Importantly, the bandwidth
of these degenerate bands (along S¯ − Y¯ ) is ∼ 10 meV,
which leads to VHSs in the electronic spectrum at the
Fermi energy. Resembling the bulk nonmagnetic band
structure, these flat bands and associated VHSs indicate
the possibility of quantum many-body instabilities in-
cluding magnetism in monolayer K2CoS2.
To unveil the magnetic ground state, we compute the
energies of monolayer K2CoS2 with the magnetic mo-
ments oriented along different directions. The results
are presented in Sec. S2 of the Supplemental Mate-
rial (SM)45. Remarkably, the magnetic ground state of
monolayer stays similar to bulk K2CoS2 with AFM or-
dering of Co magnetic moments which are oriented along
the direction of the Co chains. The robustness of these re-
sults was further checked by calculating the ground state
energy with the on-site Coulomb potential U . We find
that over a large range of U values [see Fig. 3(c)] the
AFM magnetic state remains preserved, indicating the
robustness of our results.
The AFM band structure of monolayer is shown in
Fig. 3(a). It reveals an insulating electronic state with a
relatively large bandgap of ∼2.40 eV which shows that
monolayer K2CoS2 is an AFM insulator. Similar to the
bulk band structure, the bandwidths of several bands
are small, resulting in a relatively large DOS and VHSs.
However, unlike the nonmagnetic case, these VHSs lie
away from the Fermi level owing to the large bandgap
and magnetic ordering. The total DOS near the Fermi
energy is composed of both the Co-d and S-p orbitals as
shown in the local DOS plot in Fig. 3(a). We find the
magnetic moment per Co atom is 2.5µB which is similar
to the bulk magnetic moments of Co atoms.
We present the calculated band structure of the FM
state in Fig. 3(b). The spin-up and spin-down states
are now separated in energy due to the FM ordering.
However, the system preserves the insulating state with
a relatively small bandgap of ∼ 1.77 eV compared to the
AFM state. The spin-splitting of the up and down spin
channel is further evident in the PDOS plot in Fig. 3(b).
To explore the magnetic properties of monolayer
K2CoS2, we calculated the MAE. In this connection,
we construct a minimal spin-interaction Hamiltonian for
monolayer K2CoS2. Our analysis indicates that the MAE
is predominantly dictated by a quadratic spin Hamilto-
nian with nearest-neighbor interactions. The minimal
quadratic spin Hamiltonian that captures the ground
state is
H = −1
2
∑
〈ij〉
[
JxSxi S
x
j + J
ySyi S
y
j + J
zSzi S
z
j
]−∑
i
D(Syi )
2 .
(1)
Here, S is the spin (magnetic moment = 2.5 µB) opera-
tor, i denotes the Co sites, and the summation 〈ij〉 runs
over the nearest-neighbor Co ions. Additionally, Ja with
a = {x, y, z} denotes the anisotropic spin-exchange inter-
action energy, and D is the onsite magnetic anisotropy
parameter. To obtain these parameters, we explicitly cal-
culate the energies of K2CoS2 in the nonmagnetic as well
as different magnetic configurations where the magnetic
moments are considered along the x, y, or z directions.
The value of Ja and D is then obtained from the energy
differences of various magnetic configurations in the FM
and AFM states; see Sec S3. of the SM45 for details.
For Ueff = 4.4 eV, the calculated intra-chain ex-
change integrals and the anisotropy parameter are
{Jx, Jy, Jz, D} = {−5.16,−5.08,−5.16, 0.17} meV.
These parameters further allow us to calculate the MAE
per unit cell by rotating spin in the xy and xz planes as
shown in Figs. 3(d) and (e), respectively. The solid-blue
curves in both the panels are obtained from Eq. (1), i.e,
MAE(θ, φ) = Eθ,φAFM−EyAFM, where θ and φ are the spin
angles with x axis in the xy and xz planes, respectively.
The red triangular points represent the MAE calculated
from first-principles results. The points enclosed by the
green circle in Fig. 3(d) are used to estimate the value of
the anisotropy parameter D (0.17 meV). The excellent
agreement between the MAE calculated from the theo-
retical spin model of Eq. (1) and the DFT calculations
show the efficacy of the effective spin model in Eq. (1).
It should be noted that we obtain the in-plane MAE of
∼ 1.10 meV/unit cell, which is comparable to the MAE
found in CrI3 (1.60 meV/unit cell)
46 and Fe3P (0.72
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FIG. 3. Band structures and orbital projected density of states of monolayer K2CoS2 for (a) AFM and (b) FM configurations.
(c) Variation of the relative energy difference per unit cell (with respect to the lowest energy configuration, Ey) with U , for
different spin orientations in the AFM configuration. Superscripts on the legends imply the corresponding spin orientation.
(d) and (e) show the calculated magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) per unit cell by rotating the spin within xy and xz planes,
respectively, in the AFM configuration for U = 4.4 eV. The blue solid curves represent the data obtained from the effective spin
Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), i.e., MAE(θ, φ) = Eθ,φAFM - E
y
AFM , and the red triangular points represent the DFT calculated MAE.
Data points enclosed by the green circles were used to calculate the anisotropic exchange parameters of the spin Hamiltonian.
meV/Fe)47. This indicates the robustness of finite tem-
perature magnetism in K2CoS2. We further calculate the
inter-chain exchange integrals between two nearest Co
atoms (in the x direction) on the neighboring Co chains.
These are at least two orders of magnitude smaller (∼
0.01 meV) than the nearest-neighbor Ja values obtained
along the intra Co-chain.
We also estimated the magnetic transition temperature
in monolayer K2CoS2. To this end, we use the spin model
of Eq. (1) along with the next-nearest-neighbor coupling
and perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulations on a 32× 32
spin lattice with 2048 spins. We initialize the spins ran-
domly and during the simulations allow each spin to ro-
tate freely along any direction. At every temperature,
107 steps are used for equilibration and then average val-
ues are calculated over another 105 steps. The magni-
tude of the total spin (per site) in each of the sublattices
is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 4(a). We
also calculated the temperature dependence of the spe-
cific heat, which is given by
Cv ∼ 〈E
2〉 − 〈E〉2
T 2
. (2)
The calculated Cv per site is shown in Fig. 4(b). Both
the sublattice magnetization and the specific heat curves
clearly show a magnetic transition from a paramagnetic
to an AFM state on decreasing the temperature below
TN ≈ 15K.
We find that spin interactions in K2CoS2 are domi-
nated by the large intra-chain Heisenberg-like exchange
coupling with an onsite spin anisotropy. This makes
the AFM ordering in K2CoS2 very robust, which per-
sists from bulk to monolayer with almost the same Neel
temperature. To perform an additional check of this, we
explicitly explore the stability and magnetism in bilayer
K2CoS2 in the following section.
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FIG. 5. (a) The crystal structure of the bilayer K2CoS2 where
the Co atoms are coupled antiferromagnetically. (b) The as-
sociated band structure and DOS obtained with Ueff = 4.4
eV.
IV. BILAYER K2CoS2
We prepared a bilayer structure of K2CoS2 by stack-
ing the monolayers in the same order as that of the bulk
structure (see Fig. 5(a)). The two monolayers are thus
not placed on top of each other but the top layer is shifted
with respect to the bottom layer by half a lattice vector
along the x direction. The relaxed lattice parameters
in magnetic and nonmagnetic configurations are summa-
rized in Table III. Similar to the bulk and the monolayer
cases, the AFM state and magneto-volume like effect in
bilayer is also robust. Figure 5(b) shows the calculated
band structure and spin-resolved DOS for AFM bilayer
K2CoS2. This clearly reveals an insulating state with a
large bandgap of ∼2.49 eV and VHSs similar to bulk and
monolayer K2CoS2.
TABLE III. Relaxed lattice parameters (in A˚) of bilayer
K2CoS2. Energies (E) per Co atom are also given for dif-
ferent configurations
Configuration a (A˚) b (A˚) Area (A˚2) E (eV)
NM 6.591 5.975 39.381 -17.091
AFM 6.743 6.113 41.219 -19.160
FM 6.732 6.103 41.085 -18.563
V. CONCLUSION
We predict layered K2CoS2 as a new, thermodynam-
ically stable 2D AFM material with a quasi 1D Neel
ordering of the magnetic moments along the intra-Co-
chains. We show that the interlayer exchange coupling
in K2CoS2 is also antiferromagnetic, making it a unique
system with robust in-plane AFM ordering from mono-
layer to bulk. Our systematic first-principles calculations
reveal the presence of flat bands and VHSs at the Fermi
energy in the nonmagnetic bulk and monolayer K2CoS2
which can stabilize its magnetic state. The classical
Monte Carlo simulations for monolayer K2CoS2 predict
its transition temperature to be TN ≈ 15 K, which is
close to the experimentally observed value for the bulk
material37. Our work paves way for exploring the layer-
dependent magnetism in K2CoS2 and related Co-based
materials A2CoB2, where A = {Na, Rb, and Cs} and
B= {S, Se}.
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Appendix A: Details of ab-initio calculations
We performed ab-initio calculations within the frame-
work of the density functional theory (DFT) using
the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP)48,49.
The exchange-correlation effects were treated within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA)50. Since
the GGA often fails to correctly describe localized
electrons51, we considered an onsite Coulomb interac-
tion for Co d orbitals within the GGA+U scheme with
Ueff = 4.4 eV. This Ueff was estimated self-consistently
based on the linear response theory as discussed in the
Supplementary Materials (SM)45. The robustness of elec-
tronic and magnetic properties was further confirmed by
varying the Ueff from 0 to 6 eV. We used the kinetic
energy cut-off for the plane-wave basis set as 600 eV and
a Γ-centered 15 × 15 × 1 (12 × 12 × 8) k-mesh52 to per-
form the Brillouin zone (BZ) integration for monolayer
and bilayer (bulk) K2CoS2. The thin-films calculations
were performed using a slab model with a vacuum layer
of 16 A˚ to avoid interaction between the periodically re-
peated images. The in-plane lattice constants and the
atomic positions were optimized until the residual force
on each atom became less than 10−3 eV/A˚. Dynamical
stability of monolayer was confirmed by calculating the
phonon dispersion using the Phonopy code with a 3 × 3
× 1 supercell53.
Appendix B: Estimation of the onsite Hubbard U
parameter
We estimate the onsite Hubbard U parameter for Co d
states in K2CoS2 using the self-consistent method based
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FIG. 6. Variation of Co d states occupancy with different
shifting potential for a single Co atom in monolayer K2CoS2.
on the linear response theory54. Following Ref. [54],
we calculate the Co site occupancies for different val-
ues of ‘shifting potential’ using the interacting response
(charge-self-consistently) as well as the bare response
(non-charge-self-consistently). The calculated variation
in Co d orbital occupancies with the shifting potential
follows a linear relation as shown in Fig. A. This validates
the use of linear response theory to calculate U . We cal-
culate the density response functions (as given in Eq. 18
of Ref. [54]) and evaluate U to be 4.4 eV for monolayer
K2CoS2. For ease of calculation, we have used a single
unit cell with 10 atoms to estimate U . A more precise es-
timation of U needs calculations with a larger supercell.
However, to check the robustness of our results we have
performed calculations with varying U values from 0 to
6 eV. Our results show that the AFM ground predicted
in our paper, remains very robust over a wide range of U
values, justifying our approach.
TABLE IV. Relative energy difference (eV) per unit cell in monolayer K2CoS2, for different magnetic configurations with
different values of Ueff (eV). Energy differences were calculated using: E
x/y/z
AFM/FM - E
y
AFM , for each Ueff . Subscript in the
magnetic notations imply the orientation direction of the magnetic moment.
Configuration Ueff = 0 Ueff = 1.0 Ueff = 2.0 Ueff = 3.0 Ueff = 4.0 Ueff = 4.4 Ueff = 5.0 Ueff = 6.0
AFMy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AFMx 0.0004 0.0008 0.0009 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0009 0.0008
AFMz 0.0002 0.0007 0.0009 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0009
FMy -0.0074 0.1983 0.2174 0.1790 0.1408 0.1270 0.1082 0.4187
FMx 5.1720 0.2168 0.2250 0.1838 0.1443 0.1302 0.1110 0.2942
FMz 5.1719 0.2166 0.2250 0.1838 0.1444 0.1302 0.1111 0.2941
Appendix C: Energies of different magnetic
configurations of monolayer K2CoS2 as a function of
U
The calculated relative energy per unit cell for differ-
ent magnetic configurations as a function of Hubbard U
parameter are listed in Table. IV. We find that the mag-
netic ground state is always energetically favorable as
compared to the nonmagnetic ground state of monolayer
K2CoS2. Also, for non-zero U , the magnetic ground state
is AFM in which the magnetic moments are aligned along
the y direction.
Appendix D: Calculation of exchange and
anisotropy parameter for monolayer K2CoS2
To understand the nature of magnetic interactions in
K2CoS2, we constructed a minimal spin model by trial
and error. We now describe the process to calculate the
first and second nearest neighbor (NN) exchange inter-
action for monolayer K2CoS2. The minimal spin Hamil-
tonian with second NN magnetic couplings and onsite
magnetic anisotropy is given by
H = −1
2
∑
〈ij〉
[
Jx,1sti,j S
x
i S
x
j + J
y,1st
i,j S
y
i S
y
j + J
z,1st
i,j S
z
i S
z
j
]
−1
2
∑
〈kl〉
[
Jx,2ndk,l S
x
kS
x
l + J
y,2nd
k,l S
y
kS
y
l + J
z,2nd
k,l S
z
kS
z
l
]
−
∑
i
D(Syi )
2 .
(D1)
Here, the summation 〈ij〉 and 〈kl〉 runs over the 1st and
2nd nearest neighbor Co atoms within the intra-chain
and inter-chain, respectively.
Calculation of J1st:— The nearest-neighbor exchange
coupling (J1st) was calculated using the energy difference
between the AFM and FM configuration of the magnetic
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FIG. 7. Monolayer K2CoS2 with J
1st being (a) AFM and (b)
FM in nature, respectively. Monolayer unit cell is doubled
along x axis to capture the second NN interactions. In both
the cases, J2nd is considered to be FM in nature. All the
magnetic moments are oriented along y direction.
  
y
x
y
x
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J2nd = FMy  
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FIG. 8. Monolayer K2CoS2 with J
2nd as (a) AFM and (b)
FM, respectively. Monolayer unit cell is doubled along x axis
to capture the second NN interactions. J1st is AFM in both
cases. Here the magnetic moments are oriented along the y
direction.
moments of the 1st NN Co atoms within the intra-chain,
while keeping the magnetic moments of the 2nd NN Co
atoms, fixed in the FM configuration (as shown in Fig. 7).
For this configuration we have,
J1sta =
EAFMa − EFMa
8S2
, (D2)
where a = {x, y, z} and S is the magnitude of the mag-
netic moment.
Calculation of J2nd:– The nearest neighbour exchange
coupling (J2nd) was calculated using a similar process.
However, here the magnetic moments on the 1st NN Co
atoms were fixed in the AFM configuration while the
magnetic configuration of the 2nd NN Co atoms were
varied as shown in Fig. 8. With this configuration J2nd
can be obtained as follows
J2nda =
EAFMa − EFMa
8S2
, (D3)
where a = {x, y, z} and S is the magnitude of the mag-
netic moment.
Calculation of the anisotropy parameter D:– The
anisotropy parameter D was calculated using the energy
difference between the AFM configuration with magnetic
moment aligned along x and y direction. In this config-
uration, D can be obtained via the expression,
D =
(ExAFM − EyAFM )− (j1stx + j2ndx − j1sty − j2ndy )4S2
4S2
.
(D4)
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